Supplying both current and historical statistics for non-life (P&C), life & benefits, personal accident and healthcare markets

Axco’s Global Statistics database presents detailed statistical information on the insurance markets and insurance companies of over 180 territories worldwide in a clear and accessible format that allows subscribers to easily compare and contrast data across markets. Global Statistics is kept up-to-date by our dedicated statistics team, who are continually sourcing the latest official figures from insurance authorities around the globe.

With full line of business breakdown, company premiums, and over 20 years of historical data for many territories, Axco Global Statistics provides subscribers with a single, reliable source of intelligence, unavailable through ad hoc, online research. The database eliminates the need to translate and standardise lengthy regulatory reports and combines both depth and breadth of data with the added value of Axco standard consistency.

Key Benefits
1. Up-to-date and accurate insurance data covering over 180 territories in one easy-to-use tool
2. Full market breakdown by line of business provided in a consistent Axco format
3. Over 20 years of historical statistics for many territories

“The flexibility of Axco’s services means that Global Statistics can be used on its own or in conjunction with Insurance Market Reports and other Axco products to give a comprehensive picture of insurance markets across the globe.”
Strategic planning and business development

Axco Global Statistics helps subscribers to assess the profitability of markets and identify commercial opportunities through the delivery of historical written premium, data split by class and sub-class, historical loss ratios and combined ratios, and general economic data. The provision of company data, including written premiums and market share, also allows subscribers to monitor competitors in both their current and prospective markets.

Year on year growth and (where available) quarter on quarter growth, is delivered along with technical results including loss ratios and combined ratios, and insurance penetration rates, which report on how insurance has developed relative to the economy and population. Axco Global Statistics enables subscribers to track premiums against claims and supplies users with the means to analyse trends and detect opportunities within or across markets.

Axco’s statistical data is added to the database as soon as it becomes available. Data includes:
- non-life, life & benefits, PA and healthcare market sectors for over 180 territories
- quarterly data (available for certain markets)
- company premium and market share data for insurance and reinsurance companies (where available)
- all classes and sub-classes of business (detailed where available)
- historical market statistics with over 20 years of written premium and loss ratios (available for many markets)
- insurance penetration and market rankings
- economic rankings

Accurate, relevant and up-to-date market and company statistics

Subscribers can be assured of their access to the most accurate and up-to-date data available as all information is prepared and maintained by our dedicated statistics team, who have established relationships with industry supervisors and are continually sourcing the latest statistics from across the globe. In addition, Axco’s policy of visiting supervisors, associations, insurers, reinsurers and brokers in each market, provides access to data that is not publically available and has helped to establish Axco’s reputation as the definitive source for the latest insurance industry information.

Axco Global Statistics subscribers can easily create:

- Single Country Reports – customisable by market area and report type, including single year, historical market statistics, insurance penetration, economic statistics, and interest rates.
- Cross-Country Reports – customisable by market area and report type, including market ranking, insurance penetration, and economic ranking.
- Company Statistics Reports – customisable by country, year, and market area.

Time-saving efficiencies

Axco Global Statistics details all classes and subclasses where available, providing full market breakdowns according to supervisory and regulatory reports whilst standardising the data with Axco consistency for ease of use. The database provides a single and complete information source for subscribers, to facilitate workflow, save time, and eliminate the need to search through and translate multiple sources of information.

Features of Axco Global Statistics

- Export data to Excel
- Convert figures from local currency into USD, GBP or EUR
- Access supplementary detail on statistical information using Country Notes
- Clear and logical format, facilitating access to data and comparison of figures.
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